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Abstra t
Gas ow in mi ro hannels an often en ounter tangential slip motion at the solid
surfa e even under reeping ow onditions. To simulate low speed gas ows with
Knudsen numbers extending into the transition regime, alternative methods to both
the Navier-Stokes and dire t simulation Monte Carlo approa hes are needed that
balan e omputational eÆ ien y and simulation a ura y. The latti e Boltzmann
method o ers an approa h that is parti ularly suitable for mesos opi simulation
where details of the mole ular motion are not required. In this paper, the latti e
Boltzmann method has been applied to gas ows with nite Knudsen number and
the tangential momentum a ommodation oeÆ ient has been implemented to des ribe the gas-surfa e intera tions. For fully-developed hannel ows, the results of
the present method are in ex ellent agreement with the analyti al slip- ow solution
of the Navier-Stokes equations, whi h are valid for Knudsen numbers less than 0.1.
The present paper demonstrates that the latti e Boltzmann approa h is a promising
alternative simulation tool for the design of mi ro uidi devi es.
Key words: Latti e Boltzmann equation, a ommodation oeÆ ient, Knudsen
number, rare ed gas dynami s, mi ro uidi s.
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1 Introdu tion
Miniaturization has revolutionized many s ienti
areas and asso iated
dis iplines. Mi ron-sized systems, ommonly referred to as Mi ro-Ele troMe hani al Systems (MEMS) or Mi ro-Total Analysis Systems (TAS), are of
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parti ular importan e in hemi al, biologi al and lini al analyses. Not only
an miniaturization signi antly in rease yields but it an also redu e pro ess
time and reagent onsumption. Mi rosystems an also introdu e enhan ed
fun tionality and enable new paradigms for high-throughput analyses.
Some surprising and urious physi al e e ts o ur in mi ro ows that do not
happen, or are not important, under more onventional ir umstan es [1℄. For
gas ows in mi rosystems, the ontinuum hypothesis, whi h underpins the
Navier-Stokes equations, may be inappropriate. This is be ause the mean free
path of the gas mole ules may be omparable to the length s ale of the devi e.
The Knudsen number, K n, whi h is the ratio of the mean free path of the
gas mole ules to the hara teristi length s ale of the devi e, is a onvenient
measure of the degree of rarefa tion of the ow. Free-mole ular ow starts
when K n > 10 whereas Navier-Stokes models are generally valid if K n <
0:01, but an be extended into the slip- ow regime (0:01 < K n < 0:1) by
appropriate treatment of the wall boundary. The transition- ow regime lies
between the slip- ow and free-mole ular regimes (0:1 < K n < 10). In pra ti e,
gas ows in long mi ro hannels may en ounter a wide range of onditions
that in lude the ontinuum, slip and transition regimes. The dire t simulation
Monte Carlo (DSMC) method ould be used for low Knudsen number ows but
will be omputationally expensive for low-speed problems. Hybrid algorithms,
that eÆ iently ouple DSMC and Navier-Stokes methods, o er the potential
to model these mixed ow regimes [2℄. However, large errors an arise from
inappropriate assumptions regarding, for example, the velo ity distribution
of the gas mole ules at the mat hing interfa e between the two solutions [3℄.
In addition, hybrid methods entail intensive omputational e ort for threedimensional ow simulations.
For pra ti al mi rosystem design, omputational eÆ ien y and simulation a ura y has to be balan ed. Sin e Navier-Stokes solvers have been extensively
developed and are widely available, signi ant e ort has been made to improve
slip models in order to extend the validity of the Navier-Stokes equations beyond K n=0.1. Another possible ontinuum approa h is based on Burnett-type
equations whi h involve terms of se ond-order, or higher, in Knudsen number.
The diÆ ulty is how to onstru t ompli ated onstitutive laws for higherorder orrelations. Our re ent work omparing various analyti al models for
the drag for e a ting on a mi rosphere has revealed that simulations using the
Navier-Stokes equations with a slip boundary ondition start to di er signi antly against experimental measurements at Knudsen numbers as low as 0.05,
while kineti models produ e a urate predi tions [4℄. In engineering appli ations, ma ros opi ow quantities su h as shear stresses, wall slip-velo ities,
and mass ow rates are the most important parameters to be determined. Consequently, mole ular simulations su h as Mole ular Dynami s (MD), DSMC,
or dire t numeri al simulation of the Boltzmann equation are often onsidered
too expensive in terms of omputational ost for most pra ti al engineering
2

appli ations where the mi ros opi details are not required.
Re ently, a latti e Boltzmann equation (LBE) approa h has been used to simulate gas ows in mi ro hannels [5{7℄. He and Luo [8℄ and Abe [9℄ showed that
the latti e Boltzmann approa h an be derived from the ontinuous Boltzmann
equation. The LBE te hnique on a regular latti e is a subset of the dis rete
velo ity method used to solve the Boltzmann equation with the BhatnagarGross-Krook (BGK) ollision operator. It has been shown that the LBE approa h is equivalent to solving a dis rete Boltzmann equation with a spe i
nite-di eren e s heme [10℄. The intrinsi kineti nature of the LBE method
makes it an ideal hoi e for mi ro ows where both mi ros opi and ma ros opi behavior are important. Although bulk gas velo ities in mi rosystems
are usually very low, so that the ows are almost in ompressible, the Knudsen
number often spans a wide range and an easily enter the transition regime.
LBE te hniques ould o er signi ant advantages over other high Kn solution methods be ause its eÆ ien y is omparable to a Navier-Stokes solver yet
it has the potential of providing a urate results beyond the slip- ow regime.
The LBE approa h has been proven to re over the Navier-Stokes and Burnetttype equations [11℄ and may therefore be a suitable alternative for gas ows
in mi rodevi es where slip motion at the wall surfa e is important.
Latti e Boltzmann methods have been used extensively to simulate in ompressible uid ows with no-slip boundary onditions but little work has been
arried out on the simulation of gas ows through mi ro hannels. Our previous work has brie y dis ussed the implementation of gas-slip motion at the
solid surfa e and the de nition of the Knudsen number in terms of LBE parameters [12℄. The simulation results, based on a di usive re e tion model,
a urately des ribed ow in the slip regime and qualitatively aptured the
Knudsen minimum phenomenon in the transition regime. The present work
dis usses the tangential momentum a ommodation oeÆ ient (TMAC) and
its implementation into a LBE model. In addition, the orrelation between
the nondimensional slip velo ity, Knudsen number, and TMAC are numerially tested and ompared to rst- and se ond-order analyti al solutions of
the Navier-Stokes equations.

2 Theory

Among the LBE methods reported in the literature, the most widely used is
the BGK model whi h utilises a single relaxation time approximation. For the
sake of simpli ity, the latti e BGK model is given as an example [13℄:
fi (x +
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+ Æt )
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where fi (x; t) is the density distribution fun tion along the i dire tion at latti e
site x and time t, Æt is the time step, i is the dis rete velo ity,  is the
dimensionless LBE relaxation time given by =Æt where  is the relaxation
time, and fieq is the lo al Maxwellian distribution fun tion expressed as a
Taylor expansion to se ond-order in uid velo ity. The density  and bulk
velo ity u an be determined from ni=0 fi and ni=0 i fi =, respe tively. The
LBE relaxation time  an be related to the kinemati vis osity  by 2s Æt (
0:5) for a square latti e, where s is the so- alled sound speed of the latti e
uid. The term -0.5 is a orre tion to make the LBE te hnique a se ondorder method for solving in ompressible ows [14℄. In the popular nine-velo ity
square latti e model (D2Q9), the parti le velo ities, i , are given by [13℄:
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where = Æx =Æt . The equilibrium distribution for the D2Q9 model is given by
[13℄:
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The mean velo ity of the gas mole ules an be given by = 8kT =m [15℄,
where k is the Boltzmann onstant, m is the mole ular mass, and T is the
temperature. The mean free path, l, is equal to the mean distan e a mole ule
travels between onse utive ollisions, i.e. l =  [16℄. For uniform latti e
spa ing, the hannel height, H , is given by H = NH Æx , where NH is the
number of latti
p e sites and Æx is the latti e spa ing. Sin e  = =Æt, and
= Æx =Æt = 3RT for a D2Q9 model, where R is the universal gas onstant,
it an be shown that
Kn
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Introdu ing the orre tion fa tor of -0.5 from the dis retization of the Boltzmann equation [14℄, leads to
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Equation (5) is valid for uniform latti e models su h as D2Q9 or D3Q27. It
should be noted that the ollision interval takes no a ount of the persisten e of
velo ities after ollisions in the BGK model [16℄, so that the mean free path has
to be de ned using ma ros opi properties for omparison with other results.
In previous work [12℄, Eq. (5) was derived using an approa h that related
the mean freeqpath to the dynami vis osity, , and ma ros opi pressure, p,
i.e. l = (=p) kT =2m, and then onsidered s ale e e ts due to the use of
properties based on this de nition of the mean free path [15℄. The present
model removes the need for a free parameter to tune the simulation results.
In order to solve the Boltzmann equation, the distribution fun tion of the gas
mole ules leaving the wall surfa e, f + , needs to be related to the in ident
mole ular distribution fun tion, f , whi h an be generally expressed by a
s attering kernel, R(r; v i ! v ), where r is the position ve tor, v i is the in ident
velo ity, and v is the re e ted velo ity. Further details are given by Cer ignani
[17℄ and Cer ignani et al. [18℄. The most widely applied kernel is the di usive
s attering model [15℄, whi h is given by
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where Tw is the surfa e temperature, and vn is the normal omponent of
the in ident velo ity. This an be interpreted from the perspe tive of the gas
mole ules losing all information about their state before their ollisions; they
are therefore re e ted in a state obeying the Maxwellian distribution fun tion.
Maxwell [19℄ expanded this di usive kernel to a partly di usive and partly
spe ular (1- ) kernel, whi h has been extensively applied and tested for solving
the Boltzmann equation.
To implement a gas-surfa e intera tion model within the latti e Boltzmann
method, it is not ne essary to know the s attering kernel. The degree of freedom in the momentum spa e is very limited in the LBE approa h; for example,
a D2Q9 model only has nine dis rete velo ities. The gas-solid wall ollisions
need to be approximated by a ombination of these velo ities. Therefore, a oeÆ ient representing the average gas-surfa e intera tion may be suÆ ient. For
gas-phase mi ro uidi ow, the TMAC is the most important a ommodation
oeÆ ient, and an be interpreted as [20℄:

=

M
M

i

i

M
;
M

(7)

r
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where M is the tangential momentum of the mole ules and the subs ripts
i; r; w refer to the in ident, re e ted and wall mole ules, respe tively. If the
wall is stationary, Mw is zero. The TMAC,  , will be unity for di use re e tion
and zero for spe ular re e tion. It an be shown that  is the same as
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in the Maxwellian kernel [15℄. With information for the TMAC available in
the literature, a gas-surfa e intera tion model for the LBE method an be
established with some on den e. Re ent work has revealed that the re e tions
are not always fully di use and the a ommodation oeÆ ient  < 1:0 [20℄.
In the present paper, a Maxwellian approa h has been used to des ribe the
ollision hara teristi s in the LBE model. A representative parti le ollides
with the wall as shown in Fig. 1. The post ollision dire tion usually lies
between the normal dire tion, n, and the spe ular re e tion dire tion, s. On
a uniform latti e with spa ing Æ , the TMAC boundary ondition at the upper
wall an be implemented in a LBE (D2Q9) model as follows
f8 (x; y; t + Æt ) = (1

f7 (x; y; t + Æt ) = (1

 )f5 (x

Æ; y; t);

 )f6 (x + Æ; y; t);

f4 (x; y; t + Æt ) = f5 (x

Æ; y; t) + f6 (x + Æ; y; t) + f2 (x; y; t):

(8)

The lower wall boundary ondition an be derived in an analogous manner. For
di use re e tion, it an be seen from Eq. (8) that the average tangential momentum is zero, as expe ted. The implementation of di use kineti boundary
onditions an be realised by dis retizing the dis rete velo ity set, as reported
in Refs. [7,21℄. In the LBE method, the degree of freedom of the velo ity ve tors is very limited and a titious parti le represents a large number of gas
mole ules. Therefore, at the mesos opi level, mole ules re e ted di usely will
exhibit an ensemble behavior su h that the average tangential momentum is
zero. The boundary ondition given by Eq. (8) is proposed in a spirit similar
to the ombination of the boun e ba k rule and spe ular re e tion reported by
Su i [22℄. Previous studies of slip ow in gas mi rosystems have investigated
boun e-ba k [5℄ and spe ular boun e-ba k [6℄ boundary onditions but did not
take into a ount the e e t of the a ommodation oeÆ ient. The boundary
ondition given by Eq. (8) an be generalized to various geometri onditions
and latti e models.
3 Results and dis ussion

In this se tion, the numeri al results of the LBE model (D2Q9) are presented
for 2-D fully-developed hannel ow. The e e t of Kn and TMAC on the ow
an be learly distinguished in Fig. 2. For the same Kn, de reasing the TMAC
leads to in reased wall-slip but a lower maximum velo ity at the enter of the
hannel. Conversely, if the TMAC is held onstant, in reasing the Knudsen
number will lead to in reased wall-slip as expe ted. Figure 3 illustrates that
the simulation results are essentially independent of the latti e number. In Fig.
3a, the Knudsen number is 0.05 and the TMAC is 1.0 while in Fig. 3b, these
6

values are 0.025 and 0.7, respe tively. The slip velo ities in the two gures are
similar despite the fa t that the Knudsen numbers are di erent. Therefore,
for fully-developed gas ows in a mi ro hannel, the velo ity pro les learly
depend upon an intera tion between the Knudsen number and the TMAC.
This observation is onsistent with both theoreti al results and experimental
data available in the literature [20℄.
In the slip- ow regime (Kn < 0.1), the Navier-Stokes equations, with rstor se ond-order boundary onditions, are onsidered a eptable. Cer ignani
[23℄ used a BGK approximation and obtained a se ond-order slip model for
rare ed gas ows. Subsequently, Hadji onstantinou [24℄ res aled and improved
the model for a hard sphere gas by onsidering Knudsen layer e e ts and
obtained

uw = 1:1466l

u
n

jwall

0:31l2

2u
n2

jwall ;

(9)

q

where l is a vis osity-based mean free path given by (=p) kT=2m, as previously des ribed. Other slip models di er slightly in the rst-order oeÆ ient,
e.g. Ohwada et al. [25℄ de ned it as 1.11 instead of 1.1466. This di eren e
is well within a eptable bounds. Equation (9) assumes fully-di use re e tion but the e e t of the TMAC an be onsidered by introdu ing a fa tor of
(2  )= to the rst term of this equation. If a Maxwellian s attering model
is employed, the fully-developed velo ity pro le in a hannel is given by

u(y ) =

dp H 2
y
y (2  )
[ ( )2 + +
1:1466Kn + 2  0:31Kn2 ℄;
dx 2 H
H


(10)

where dp=dx is the pressure gradient in the streamwise dire tion. A symmetry boundary ondition has been employed at the hannel enterline in the
derivation of Eq. (10). The velo ity pro le an be nondimensionalized by the
mean hannel velo ity, u, to give
( Hy )2 + Hy + (2  ) 1:1466Kn + 2  0:31Kn2
u(y )
U (y ) =
:
=
1
u
+ (2  ) 1:1466Kn + 2  0:31Kn2
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(11)

The results from the LBE approa h have been ompared with the analyti al
slip- ow solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, Eq. (11), and show that
the e e t of the se ond-order orre tion for Kn < 0:1 is small. In Fig. 4,
the Knudsen number is varied from 0.025 to 0.1 while the TMAC ranges
between 0.6 and 0.9. As previously stated, the se ond-order orre tion term
is negligible when the Knudsen number is less than 0.1, so that the symbols
representing rst- and se ond-order slip solutions annot be distinguished. The
LBE results are in ex ellent agreement with the analyti al solution for both
7

rst- and se ond-order slip models. When the Knudsen number is in reased to
0.1, where the Navier-Stokes equations are at the limit of their appli ability,
the di eren e between the analyti al solutions and the LBE results be omes
more noti eable.
In summary, the latti e Boltzmann method o ers an alternative approa h to
the Navier-Stokes equations for modeling low-speed gas ows in the slip- ow
regime. In parti ular, the LBE te hnique o ers the potential to be su essfully
extended into the transition ow regime due to its parti le nature and origins
in kineti theory. The extension of the LBE method into the transition regime,
where the Navier-Stokes equations are known to break down, needs further
investigation.
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List of gure aptions
Fig. 1. S hemati diagram of gas surfa e intera tion and velo ity dire tions of
a 2-D (D2Q9) model, where v is the in ident velo ity and v is the re e ted
velo ity of a mole ule. Here, n is the normal dire tion and s refers to the
spe ular re e tion dire tion.
i

Fig. 2. The e e t of TMAC and Kn on the ow velo ity pro le (a) Kn=0.025
and (b) TMAC=0.8. Solid symbols represent the analyti al solution of the
Navier-Stokes equation with Cer ignani's se ond-order slip boundary ondition [23℄ while lines represent the present LBE results.
Fig. 3. The e e t of the latti e number, NH , a ross the hannel height. Fullydeveloped hannel ow with (a) Kn=0.05,  =1.0 and (b) Kn=0.025,  =0.7.
Fig. 4. Nondimensional velo ity pro les for fully-developed hannel ows with
(a) Kn=0.025,  =0.6; (b) Kn=0.05,  =0.7; ( ) Kn=0.075,  =0.8 and (d)
Kn=0.1,  =0.9.
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Fig. 1. S hemati diagram of gas surfa e intera tion and velo ity dire tions of a 2-D
(D2Q9) model, where v i is the in ident velo ity and v is the re e ted velo ity of
a mole ule. Here, n is the normal dire tion and s refers to the spe ular re e tion
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Fully-developed hannel ow with (a) Kn=0.05, =1.0 and (b) Kn=0.025, =0.7.
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